Necessary and sufficient conditions for a Poisson stable flow to be recurrent are given.
.
Throughout the note we l e t (X, IT) denote a given flow or dynamical system on a Hausdorff phase space X . We shall say that a set M c X (point x € X ) is approximated by weak attraotors relative to an invariant set HcX provided each neighborhood U of M (of x ) contains a weak attractor neighborhood V of M relative to the subflow (ff, v\H) .
Whenever we say that M (or x ) is approximated by weak attractors of a property P relative to H , we mean that there exists at least one neighborhood V of property P satisfying the requirements of the preceding definition. Before stating and proving our theorem we note that the proof of Theorem 1 in [4] is correct except for a rather subtle t a c i t incorrect assumption. Our proof uses a somewhat similar approach. Also, we can choose V to be a compact weak attractor and choose
such t h a t Ut c y \ y and Ut' c U for some t and t' with 0 < t < V 3 Z because IT is continuous and z is bilaterally Poisson stable. Moreover, 
Each point of L (x) is weakly attracted to x . As noted in [4] each point of X(x) = L (x) is weakly attracted to x if and only if 
